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Abstract. We propose an object-oriented model for uni-

form treatment of parametric databases, of which temporal,

spatial, spatio-temporal and ordinary data are special cases.

The integration of different forms of parametric data is

achieved through the concept of dimension alignment. Such

alignment is automatically handled by the system at the

query level, yeikling a seamless interface for a user. We

clarify the role of object identity in obtaining a good query

language for object-oriented parametric databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

This paper is about parametric databases, of which spatio-

temporal data, spatial data, temporal data and ordinary data

are special cases. (By ordina~ data we mean data which is

space and time indepmdent.)

In spatial databases, much attention has been paid to tech-

niques for representing spatial regions ~B89, Gun88,

GW87, RF88, SV89] and physical implementation aspects

of spatial databases such as access methods for spatial data

~K90, Gut84, Gun89, Sa84, Sa90, SK90, SR87, LL91].

Approaches to spatial databases and spatial operators have

appeared in [SV89, Gut88, 0M88, AS91, CF79, CF81,

CF84, R086, JC88], 0DM89]. [GCT92T] gives a model and

SQL-like query language for spatio-temporal database.

Object oriented approaches have been considered in [OB89,

MK88, M086, SU92, AdS92].

Gadia and Vaishnav [GV85] introduced timestamps

which are temporal elements, rather than intervals, A tem-

poral element is a fiiite union of intervals, In [GV95] the

timestamp in a tuple is applied at the attribute level rather to

the tuple as a whole. A temporal element is a finite union
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of intervals. Temporal elements are closed under union,

intersection and complementation and form a Boolean alge-

bra. The use of temporal elements simplitles the query lan-

guages for temporal databases [GY9 1]. Pissinou and Makki

~i91, PM92, PM93] view instance of a relationship R as a

triple (x, R, y). The concept of time is incorporated in their

model by adding timestamps to x and y, as well as to the

relation R.

In this paper, we present an object-oriented model

00PsraDB and a query language 00ParaSQL. The type

structure in 00ParaDB is obtained by adding some high

level features to the type structure in 00DAPLEX of Dayal

lj3a89]. 00ParaSQL handles a mix of spatio-temporal, spa-

tial, temporal and ordinary data seamlessly.

We use certain subsets of parametric space, called para-

metric elements (or para-elements in short), as a un~ing

vehicle through which associative navigation is done in our

query language. The only condition we assume of para-ele-

ments is that they are closed under the set theoretic union,

intersection and complementation. (Complementation is

with respect to a fixed parameter space in a given context,)

Because of para-elements, we can store the whole descrip-

tion of a real world object in a single record without having

to fragment it across potentially unbounded number of

records. This makes queries higher level and closer to a nat-

ural language.

Para-elements, are structurally independent of the under-

lying parametric dimension; this helps us eliminate seams

across types and dimension boundaries in parametric data.

To provide the user a seamless view of data, the boundaries

between spatial, temporal, spatio-temporal and ordinary data

are removed by dynamic alignment. Such alignment is done

at the query level, and it is automatically handled by the sys-

tem.

A unique characteristic of the parametric information is

that properties of objects are defined at points in the underly-

ing parametric space. The points in the parametric space and

the values should not be cross-spliced. We elaborate this

idea by an example. Consider a parametric database consist-

ing of a single relation r with the scheme A B POINT, where

A and B are ordinary attributes, and POINT is an attribute

over the underlying parametric space. Suppose that a state of
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r is given as {(al,bl,pl), (a2,b2,p2)}. The meaning of the

tuple (al ,bl ,pl) is that al ,bl is valid at the point pl. Similar

remark applies to the tuple (a2,b2,p2). If we consider A, B

and POINT as independent attributes, we can compute the

relation s = IIM(r) x Ilmmfir) which evaluates to

{(al,bl,pl), (al,bl,pJ, (az,bJ,pl), (az,bJ,pJ}. The tuple
(a1,b1,p2) says that al and bl are valid at point pz in the para-

metric space. Therefore the query s reports information not

present in the database. In our model a relation similar to s

cannot be computed.

We compare our approach to OODAPLEX of Dayal and

Wuu ~W92,WD92]. We argue that 00ParaSQL is higher

level, more seamless and easier for expressing user queries.

We also compare our own relational [CGN92T] and object-

oriented query languages to show why due to type inherit-

ance through object ids, syntactically similar queries in the

two languages retrieve different results.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we intro-

duce an application, called AgriDB, in agriculture environ-

mental management which is used as a running example in

this paper. In Section 3 we give a brief description of OODA-

PLEX @W92,WD92]. We present our object-oriented model

00ParaDB in Section 4, and query language 00ParaSQL in

Section 5. In Section 6 we compare 00ParaDB to our rela-

tional model of [CGN92T] and to 00DAPLEX of

~W92,WD92]. We conclude in Section 7.

2. AgriDB: A CASE STUDY IN AGRICULTURE.

In this section we introduce an application, called

AgriDB, in agriculture environmental management. The

application is a mix of spatial information, spatio-temporal

information and ordinary data. The purpose of the applica-

tion is to determine and make decisions about the environ-

mental consequences of using various chemicals in

agriculture. The following is a detailed description of the

application. A summary and spatial maps where this appli-

cation experiment is conducted are shown in Figure 2.1.

We are given a fixed spatial region, which we can assume

to be a bounded portion of a plane. In this region varying

soil textures prevail. In the same region several different

crops are being grown with different tillage methods.

Because of various reasons, va~ing from increasing crop

production to pest-control, some chemicals arc applied to the

whole region. Some of these chemicals seep through the soil

and contaminate ground water. The seepage depends on the

chemical being applied, the crop type, the tillage method and

the soil texture. We are given some U. S. Environmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA) hypothetical data about chemicals.

This data speeitles the maximum contaminant level and mini-

mum detectable limit allowable concentrations of the chemi-

cals in ground water. We are given some wells, where

readings are taken from time to time to monitor contami-

nants in the ground water.

As is customary in agriculture, for this application we pah-

up the wells such that each well belongs to one and only one

pair. A pair of wells is usually treated as a single entity

(located at a single point) and the two wells in the pair are

classified as up-gradient (u/g) and down-gradient (d/g)

depending upon the direction of ground water flow. The

direction of ground water flow is from the up-gradient well

to the down-gradient well. The concentration of the chemi-

cals in the down-gradient well is affected by the dilution

effect due to the up-gradient well and hence there is a need to

classify the wells as up-gradient (u/g) and down-gradient (d/

g) to take this effect into account. Time is assumed to be

acyclic.

3. OVERVIEW OF OODAPLEX TYPE STRUCTURE.

Most of the ideas presented in this paper are independent

of the choice of a database paradigm. A particularly note-

worthy example is dimension alignment to be introduced in

Section 5. In this paper we clari& the role of object identi-

ties in the context of parametric databases, and these ideas

are independent of the choice of a object oriented model. We

have chosen the object oriented model OODAPLEX as vehicle

to demonstrate our ideas. A brief description of 00DAPLEX

follows.

DAPLEX is a data definition and manipulation language

for database systems [Sh81 ] which incorporates entities, and

functional representation for data relationships. It supports

type hierarchy and inheritance. 00DAPLEX @la89], an

object-oriented extension of DAPLEX, adds abstraction,

encapsulation of behavior and closure to DAPLEX, to treat

tuples and collections as first class objects. In 00DAPLEX, a

real world entity is modeled by an object. The basic charac-

teristic of an object is its distinct identity, which is immuta-

ble and persists for as long as the entity exists, and is

independent of the object’s internal value. Objects with simi-

lar properties and behaviors are grouped into types.

Properties of objects, relationship among objects, “com-

puted” properties and relationships, and object behavior are

uniformly modeled by functions. An example is shown

below.

type person is object

function NAME (person + string)

function BIRTHDATE (person+ date)

fimction GENDER(person+ .WX)

Subtypes of types may be defined, forming inheritance

(isa) hieramhies, It means that the set of instances of a sub-

type is a subset of the set of instances of its supertype and

any function defined over a supertype can be applied to an

object of its subtypel. A type may have more than one sub-

type and more than one supertype. A model for temporal

data, also based on ~DAPLEX, has been given in [WD92,

DW92]. We use the term OODAPLEX for these later works.

1. In our model we achieve this isa relationship through

the use of a difTerent construct called object fragments,

which will be introduced soon.
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Soil texture map Crop and tillage map

●

✎

●

✎

Wells map

~ This data is only spatial and it is time independent. A map of soil texture is displayed

above.

bout CIO~. In this example application, crops are not rotated through the yeaq thus

crop information is only spatial, and time independent. A map of this data is displayed above.

E&data. This data specifies the maximum contaminant level and minimum detectable limit allowable concentrations
of the chemicals in ground water. This data is ordinary; it is space independent, as well as time independent.

This data consists of readings taken from various wells at different times. It is space and time

dependent. A m~p showing the location of wells is displayed above.

Figure 2.1. AgriDB: A case study

4. OUR MODEL. A relational model for parametric databases has been

In this section we introduce our model, 00ParaDB for
given in [CGN92T]. 00ParaDB is based on our relational

model and the type structure of OODAPLEX [Da89]. In Sec-

psrametric databases. 00ParaDB can handle various folms tion 6.1, we compare 00ParaDB with our relational model

of parametric data (e.g. spatial, temporal, spatio-temporal and with 00DAPLEX.
and ordina~ data). The query language 00ParaSQL is pre-

sented in the next section. The model incorporates the con- 4.1. Parametric elements. We assume an underlying uni-

cept of object identity, and captures the semantics of versal parametric domain P. The user views it as a set of

parametric objects through type hierarchy. points in the parametric space. We postulate that certain sub-
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sets of P, called parametric elements, are of interest to users,

and they are closed under union (u), intersection (n), sub-

traction (-) and complementation (-I). For example if the

parametric domain is the set of time instants T = [O,NOW]=
{0,1,...,Now}, then the parametric elements are temporal ele-

ments [Ga88, GY88]. If the parametric domain is the spatial

domain R then the parametric elements are spatial elements

[GC92T]. If the parametric domain is T x R we get spatio-

temporal elements. The closure properties of parametric ele-

ments make it possible to store the whole information about

a stored or computed object in a single tuple. This results in

a simpler query language, as discussed in more detail in Sec-

tion 4. Note that we do not make specific assumptions about

the constitution of P. We do not assume that P is discrete or

continuous. Our main hypothesis is that parametric elements

should have some reasonable description. In our model

parametric elements are immutable type.

For ease of reading, we fwst show how AgriDB is repre-

sented as an object-oriented spatio-temporal database and

then introduce the terminology.

4.2. The AgriDB application. Figure 4.1 shows an object-

oriented design for AgriDB, our running example introduced

in Section 2. The design includes two ordiruuy (spaceltime

independent) types, two spatial types and one spatio-tempo-

ral type. The property functions forming the key are under-

lined (keys are introduced later). An instance of the schema

of Figure 4.1 is given in Figure 4.2.

type chemicrd is object

function CHEWN&E (chemical ~ name-type)

type epa is chemical

function MAX (chemical + cone-type)

function MIN (chemicat + cone-type)
type chems-in-wells is chemical

function U/G-CONC(chems-in-wells +
(spatio-temporal-element + cone-type))

function D/G-CONC(chems-in-wells +
(spatio-temporal-element + cone-type))

type soil is object
function ~ (soil+ (spatial-element+ texture-type))

type crop is object

function ~ (crop + (spatial-element-+ name-type]

‘hnction mL,LLKm (crop + (spatial-element+ tillage-type))

Figure 4.1. An object-oriented design for AgriDB.

4.3. Object identity. An object is identified by its object

identi~ (oid), which is independent of its internal values and

invisible to the user. This oid is unique to the object and per-

sists as long as the object exists.

4.4. Property function. A parametric function is a map-

ping from an instance of para-elernent into the domain of the

property (attribute) value. A proper~function is a mapping
from an instance of the object type into parametric functions.

For example, in Figure 4.1, the function LVG-CONC k a

property fimction. It takes an object of chems-in-wells type

as input argument and returns a spatio-temporal function,

which takes a spatio-temporal point and returns the concen-

tration of the chemical (the object represented) in the up-gra-

dient well.

4.5. Parametric type and type hierarchy. A parametric

type can be defined by speci~ing its supertypes and a list of

property functions. Objects of subtype inherit property func-

tions from its supertypes. For examples, in Figure 4.1,

chems-in-wells type is a spatio-temporal type consisting of

the property functions UiG-CONC and DIG-CONCand chemical

type is an ordinary type consisting of the property function

CHEM-NAME. Since chems-in-wells type is a subtype of

chemical type, any object of chems-in-wells type can inherit

the property functions defined for chemical type.

4.6. Keyed types. We require that each type have some

property functions as key functions. If a type does not have

any key function of its own, it will inherit the key functions
from its supertype. A key function takes only one value for

each object, and this value cannot be taken by another object.

Consider chems-in-wells type in Figure 4.1. Since it has

no key functions of its own, it inherits the key function

CHEM-NAME from its supertype, which is chemical type.

Thus, an object of the chems-in-wells type can be ident~led

by the chemical name. As another example, we note that

each object of crop type has a distinct CROP-NAME as it is the

key function.

4.7. Object aliasing. In our model, an object can be an

instance of only one type. However, two objects could rep-

resent the same entity in the real world at some points in the

parametric space. To capture this relationship, we defiie the

notion of object aliaing. An object o is an object alias (or

simply alias) of an object o’ at parametric element y, if they

both represent the same entity in the real world at p. For

example, in Figure 4.2, object C2of chemical type is an alias

of object e2 of chems-in-wells type at p 1x [O,NOW]. Like-

wise, object C2 is an alias of object ez at plX[O,NOW]. When

querying, this notion object aliases is completely hidden

from the useL he/she thinks that an object and its fragment(s)

are the same object at some parametric element ~. Note that

an object of a subtype will always have alias(s) in the super-

type, and the alias relationship is symmetric and transitive.

4.8. Parametric domain. The parametric domain of prop-

erty function P of an object o, p(o)~ is defiied as the

domain of the corresponding parametric function, P(o).

Motivated from our relational model [C GN92T], homogene-

ity is also assumed in our model: this says that ~(o)] is the

same for every property P of an object o. The parametric

domain of an object of type T, [on is then ~(o)JJ for any

property function P in T, because of the homogeneity

assumption. The parametric domain of a set of objects O of

type T, UO~ is the union of [o~ for all instances o in O.

Now we can formally introduce type inheritance restriction:

the parametric domain of an object in a subtype is a subset of

the parametric domain of the corresponding object in a super
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OID OIDChem MAX MIN

b% 1% I 35 I 0.05 I

14 I% I 20 I 0.05 I

OID CHEM-NAME

c1 Atrazine

C2 Simazine

C3 Iodine

C4 Lead

(a) chemicals - objects of chemical type

OID OIDchem U/G-CONC D/G-CONC

el PIXIO,NOW]U PIX[(),NOW] 1.0 pl x[(),NOW] 0.9

P2X[(),NOW] c1 P2X [0,51 1.5 p~x[o,lo] 1.4

p2X[6,NOW] 3.5 p2x[l l,NOW] 2.9

8 , , 1

e2
(b) epas - objects of epa type

PIxIO,NOW] C~ P1X[0,91 10.0 plx[O,NOW] 9.2

p,x[10,NOW]12.2

OID IFXm—RE

S1 sreg lU sreg5 sandy loam

S2 sreg2u sreg3 loamy sand

S3 sreg4 clay loam

S4 sregG silty clay loam

(d) soils - objects of soil type

(c) well-chems - objects of chems-in-wells type

rl creglu creg5 Corn cregl no till

creg5 min till

rz creg2u creg3 com creg2 no till

creg3 conven till

type ~W92,WD92].

4.9. Restructuring. Our operators are high level and they

automatically invoke restructuring. Restructuring allows

object fragments residing in operands to collapse together to

form new objects. In addition we introduce an operator to do

explicit restructuring. Explicit restructuring is sometimes

necessary to change the key of a type before it can be que-

ried. We illustrate the idea of restructuring through an exam-

ple.

ExampkA The key of crops set is CROP-NAME. Suppose we

want to change this key to TILLAGE. This requires restruc-

turing of the crops set.

5. QUERYING IN THE MODEL.

In this section we introduce a SQL-like language

00ParaSQL to query parametric data. Although a query

language is available in 00DAPLEX, we feel that it does not

support high level constructs arising in parametric data.
Because our query language 00ParaSQL is higher level and

specially designed for parametric data, it is user friendly, and

r3 creg4 soybean creg4 no till

(e) crops - objects of crop type

Figure 4.2. Instances of AgriDB.

yet very powerful. Although the problem of impedance mis-

match exists in 00ParaSQL for application programmed,

we only consider it a minor. (Impedance mismatch also

seems to exist in OGDAPLEX.1,

There are two important features of 00ParaSQL: dimen-

sion alignment and restructuring. The dimension alignment

allows a user to query different forms of parametric data

seamlessly in the same query. Restructuring automatically

invokes the concept of object aliasing to form objects

returned by a query.

5.1. Dimension alignment. It k sometimes necessary to

align dimensions while expressions are being evaluated. For

example, a user can write reg m p, where reg is purely a spa-

tial region, and visa temporal element. The system does the

dimension alignment automatically as needed, by padding

the whole spaces in the missing dimensions of operands. In

1. Although there is a “for” statement in 00DAPLEX, h k
different from the “for” statement in programming languages

such as PASCAL.
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this case reg n M will be treated as (reg x T) n (R x u),

where T is the universe of time, and R is the universe of

space. An interesting corollary of this phenomenon is that

U.] operator can be applied to ordinary data. Thus, in the

context of spatial alignment, if a is an ordinary constant, then

[all evaluates to R, and in the spatio-temporal context it eval-

uates to Rx T. Our concept of alignment, presented here

yields substantial dividends in terms of ease of querying.

We note that removing a dimension can be problematic. The

reason is that if we remove time dimension from an attribute

value such as (reglx [0,5] red) to obtain (regl red), in subse-

quent alignments it will be treated as (reglxT red). This

amounts to manufacturing new information not present in

the database, which should be avoided. Similar problems

occur if we remove space dimensions.

00ParaSQL is three sorted. It consists of parametric

expressions, boolean expressions and set expmssiom. These

expressions are mutually recursive, and evaluate to paramet-

ric elements, boolean values TRUE or FALSE, and sets of

objects, respectively.

5.2. Parametric expressions. The para-expressions are

defined as follows:
.

●

●

✎

●

A constant para-eiement is a para-expression. An exam-

ple of such an expression is regx [0,5] which is spatio-tem-

poral.

If P is a property function, then ~Jj is a para-expression

which evaluates to the parametic domain of P. For an

illustration, let us consider the set well-chems in Figure

4.2. Then UUfG-CONCll is a spatio-temporal expression.

For the object el in well-chems, the expression [UIG-

CONCll evaluates to pl x [O,NOW] u p2 x [O,NOW].

~ 16P2] is a parametric expression where P1 and P2 are

property functions. For an illustration, let us again con-

sider the set well-chems in Figure 4.2. Then U.UG-CONC<

1.Ofl is a spatio-temporal expression. As UfG-CONC is spa-

tio-temporal, the ordina~ constant 1.0 will be aligned to

become spatio-temporal function taking 1.0 as its value on

R x T For the object el in well-chems, UU/G-CONC# 1.OJ1

eValuateS tO pz x [(),NOW].

If e is a set expression, then [en is a para-expression,

whose value is the union of parametric domains of objects

in the set e, For example, [crops] is cregl u creg2 u

creg3 u creg4 u creg5. This construct is a source of pow-

erful nesting among 00ParaSQL expressions. It can also

be used by itself as a query.

If I.I and v are para-expressions, then so are I.Luv, WV, I.L-

v and -p. Fo;exampie, UU/G-CONC# 1.0] u [DIGICONC”=

2.9] is a para-expression. For the object el in well-chems

set in Figure 4.2 the expression evaluates to p2x [O,NOW].

5.3. Boolean expressions. The boolean expressions are

defined as follows:

● If u and v are para-expressions, then p~v is a boolean

expression.

● We define A(3B to be an abbreviation of the boolean

expression UAeBJJ # 0.

● If f and g are boolean expressions then so are for g, f and

g and not f.

5.4. Object-ids in para and boolean expressions. In our

model the value of a property function can be a function

from a para-element taking oids as its values. OOParaSQL

allows all the constructs introduced above to be extended to

oids. The only restriction is that oids can only be compared

with other oids for equality.

ExampML The construct uDEPT(e)=m] has been used in

Section 6.1. In this construct DEPT(e) is an oid function and

m is an oid.

5.5. Set expressions. Now we discuss expressions. First we

introduce union, difference and intersection. Then we intro-

duce the SQL-like select expression.
.

.

If 01 and 02 be sets of objects of type T, then 01 union

02, 01 difference 02, and 01 intersection 02 are also sets

of objects of type T. These operators are computed object-

wise. The semantics of union is as follows. The seman-

tics of difference and intersection is defined similarly.

01 union 02 is computed as follows. We first compute

the union of 01 and 02 as a set, and then collapse each

pair of objects of 01 and 02 which agree on all key func-

tions into a single object. Note that this may give a run

time error if the two objects being collapsed together have

different value at some non-key function at the same point

in the parametric space. Such an error may be indicative

of some inconsistency in the database.

The select statement in our query language is the most

interesting one. In 00ParaSQL it has the following form.

select SelectList [: Key]
restricted_to ParaExp
from TypeSets
where BoolExp

Here SelectList is the list of property functions,

ParaExp is a parametric expression, and BoolExp is a

boolean expression. A default key of the result is auto-

matically determined by the system, but a user has the

option of explicitly specifying it.

The above 00ParaSQL statement is executed as fol-

lows. First, a virtual literal cross product of sets in Type-

Sets is formed. For each object o in the cross product, the

boolean value BoolExp(o) is computed. If BoolExp(o) is

false, the object o is rejected. Otherwise, ParaExp(o), an

instance of para-element, is evaluated. If this instance is

empty, the object o is rejected. Otherwise, we restrict o to
ParaExp(o) to obtain an object o’. The property functions

P of the resulting object o’ are then retrieved. Finally, if

necessary, the resulting set of objects is restructured so

that its key is Key.

5.6. Query examples. To illustrate the expressive power of

our que~ language 00ParaSQL we give some examples.

All our examples are for the AgnDB database (see Figures

2.1, 4.1 and 4.2). Our examples illustrate dimension align-
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ment at the query level.

~. QUCIY ~nd the ~gion whe~ soii tex~m is of
type clqv loam can be expressed as follows.

Useleet CROP-NAME(c)
restricted_to UCROP-NAME(c)=soybean]
from crops c]

Note that this query returns a spatial domain, which is a

subset of R.

~. Query W the maximum allowable concentra.
tion of atrazine can be expressed as follows.

select MAX(e)
from epas e
where cHEM-NAME(e)=atrazine

We note that this query returns an ordinary value as its

result, with no explicit mention of spatial or time domains

where it is valid.

Ikm@,5. Query f2nd the information about the wells,

which am located in the region when.? soybean is giown and

soil texturv is of type clay loam, and for which the #g con-

centration of atrazine exceeds the maximum allowable con-

centration can be expressed as follows.

select c
restricted_to Uselect CROP-NAME(p) restricted_to

UCROP-NAME(p)=scrybeanll from crops p]

n Uselects restricted_to DmxwRE(s)=clay loamll
from soils sfl

n @G-CONC(C) > (select MAX(e) from epas e
where CHEM-NAME(e)=a&aZine)u

m DCHEM-NAME(C~atrSZiIle]
from well-chems c

We note that interesting dimension alignment takes place

in the above query. For example, the queries of Examples 3

and 4 are nested here as subqueries. These nested queries

return spatial domain and ordinary value, respectively. The

results of these queries are aligned to spatio-temporal

because of the presence of chems-in-wells their context.

6. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS.

In this section we compare our model with other models

closely related to ours. First, we compare our object-ori-

ented model 00ParaDB with our own relational model

[CGN92T]. This comparison shows some pronounced dif-

ferences between our two models, particularly due to type

inheritance in 00ParaDB. Then we compare our model

with the temporal extension of OODAPLEX of [WD92,

DW92] and argue that our query language 00 ParaSQL is

higher level and more user friendly than the query language

in 00DAPLEX.

To make the above comparisons, it is enough to consider a

temporal database. Our remarks are about the inherent phi-

losophy behind these models. Temporal data is much sim-

pler than spatial data, and our remarks only become
amplified if one migrates to spatial or spatio-temporal data.

We use a personnel database as our benchmark example. In

our 00ParaDB the type definitions for a personnel database

are as follows. We give three types, person, emp and man-

agement as shown in Figure 6.1

type person is objeet

function NAME (person + (temporal-element+ name-type))

tlmction SSNO (person + (temporal-element+ ssno-type))

fimction GENDER (person+ (temporal-element + gender-type))

function DOB (person + (temporal-element+ date-type))

type emp is person

fimetion SALARY (emp + (temporal-element + salary-type))

function DE~ (emp + (temporal-element + management))

type management is object

function LWLNAME (management + (temporal-element+

name-type))

function MANAGER (management + (temporsl-element + emp))

Figure 6.1. An object-oriented design for personnel DB.

6.1. Comparison with our relational model. Now we com-

pare our object-oriented model 00ParaDB with our rela-

tional model [CGN92T]. To allow us to make our

comparison as clear as possible, we give a relational data-

base scheme which is syntactically closest to the design in

Figure 6.1. We include three relational schemes as follows.

person (NAME, SSNO,GENDER, DOB)

emp (NAME, SALARY, DEP’f)

management (REFT, MANAGER)

Here we have two designs for a persomel database: frost

for the object-oriented model 00ParaDB of this paper, and

second for our relational model [CGN92T]. Although, these

designs capture the same information, because of type inher-

itance in 00 ParaDB, the first also captures the complex

semantics, an employee is a person and a manager is an

employee. Now we can compare the two models at the query

level. To show the subtle difference between the object-ori-

ented and relational nature of the two models, we give the

following example.

~ Consider the query give full details of managers

of John. In our object-oriented model, the above query is

expressed as follows. The object MANAGER(m), in the select

clause, represents one of possibly many managers of John

and it is of employee type. Therefore, the query retrieves

the NAME, SSNO, GENDER, DOB, SALARY and DEPTvalues of

John’s manager(s). Note that due to the restricted_to clause,

each manager report is provided only during the period when

he/she managed John.

select MANAGER

restricted_to UDEm(e) = ml

from emp e, management m

where NAME(e) = “John”

NAME I SSNO IGENDERI DOB ISALARY I DEFr

The information retrieved by 00ParaSQL query

The following is a relational expression which is syntacti-
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tally similar to the one above. However, it retrieves a result

which is quite different from the one above. The only infor-

mation the following que~ gives is the DEPT and MANAGER

attribute values from the management relation.

select m.*

restricted_to Ue.DE_.DEF’T]

from emp e, management m

where e.NAME = wJohn

NAME DEPT

The relation scheme retrieved by relational query

To obtain the same result as in the object-oriented case,

for the relational model, the query has to be expressed as fol-

lows.

select p.*, e2.sALARY, &.DEFT

restricted_to [el .DEFT = ItI.DEtT]

n um.MANAGER = e2.NAME]
from emp el, management m, emp e2, person p
where el.NAME = “John”

6.2. Comparison with OODAPLEX. We compare our work

to [WD92, DW92]. In [WD92, DW92] generic time type is

point type, while in our model it is temporal-element type.

Also, 00DAPLEX uses primitives = and s among instants,

while we use the primitives = and G among temporal ele-

ments. Our primitives are higher order leading to simpler

queries. Moreover, our primitives readily extend from tem-

poral databases to parametric databases. Now we give two

examples to illustrate our point.

&unple 7. Consider the following query taken from

[WD92,DW92]: list all employees who have worked for

department which has ever been headed by a manager

named John. The query is expressed as follows in the two

languages.

00ParaSQL :select NAME(e)
from emp e, management m

where [DEPT(e) = m] # 0 and

~A~(MANAGER(ItI)) = John] # a

00DAPLEX: for each e in extent(employee) where
for some din extent(department)

for some t 1 in extent(time)
debt = d and
manager = ‘John’

print(name(e))
end

&ample& The query give information about managers

who wem managers at least during [11, SO] is expressed as

follows in the two languages. Note that our query makes use

of the restructuring function. The construct :MANAGER

changes the key of management to MANAGER and r is an

object pointer for the result.

00ParaSQL :select MANAGER(r)
from management: MANAGER r

where ~MANAGER(r)] ~ [1 1,50]

ooDAPLEX:for each e in extent(emp) where
for all tin [11,50]

for some ml in extent(management)
name(manager(m 1)(t)) = name(e)

for each tin lifespan(e)
print(time:t, narne:name(e),

dept:dept-name(dept(e)))
end

end

Even though the papers [WD92,DW92] only treat tempo-

ral data, the notion of parameterization is potentially avail-

able in 00DAPLEX. In 00DAPLEX the user thinks in terms of

instants, where as in OOParaDB the user thinks in terms of

temporal elements. At the syntactic level, temporal elements

give rise to temporal expressions. This makes 00ParaSQL

higher level than 00DAPLEX. Temporal expressions are nat-

ural, making user queries simple.

7. CONCLUSION

We have presented an object-oriented models for paramet-

ric databases. We have shown how spatial data, temporal

data and ordinary data can be integrated using dynamic

alignment of dimensions to achieve seamless handling

across space and time boundaries. Another feature of our

query language 00ParaSQL treats “or”, “and” and “not” of

natural languages symmetrically. This is not elaborated in

this paper, but can be found in [CGN92T]. The model also

achieves considerable physical data independence as a user

views spatio-temporal domains as sets of points and manipu-

lates them through set theoretic operators.

The para-expressions lead to algebraic optimization

which takes complex semantics of parametric data into

account ~G92]. We are lead to an extensible framework

which extends naturally when more complex data such as,

but not limited to, incomplete information [GNP92] is con-

sidered. The concept of dynamic dimension alignment

would lead to seamless integration of parametric multi-data-

bases.

In our model it is sometimes necessary to compute a new

type. For example, this is true of restructuring operator.

When a new type is created, it is desirable to place it appro-

priately in the type hierarchy. For example, consider the set

of objects of crop type in Figure 4.2(e). Here the key is

CROP-NAME. Suppose we restructure this set twice, first to

make TILLAGE as its key, and then to restore the old key

CROP-NAME. Clearly, this is an identity operation, but the

system is unaware that the type of the resulting set is the
same as the one we start with. Appropriate formalization to

capture this semantics in general is under study.
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